
CONCEPTS (Bowen FST)   Definitions 

Anxiety  A highly motivating force that directs interpersonal behavior 

Emotional Reactivity   The measure of reacting in a “knee-jerk” like fashion, lacking calmness 

and rationality, while being overwhelmed by feelings and losing a sense 

of individuality.  

Togetherness & 

Individuality 

 Counterbalancing forces driving us to connect meaningfully to others 

while maintaining a clear sense of self 

Triangle   The smallest stable unit of relationship involving 3 individuals, which 

can be helpful or unhelpful depending on the circumstances. 

Triangulation   The process of detouring a conflict between two people by involving a 

third person, stabilizing the relationship between the original pair. 

Sibling Position  Family emotional processes generate functions, therefore, members have 

fixed characteristics based on birth order (first-born & later-born) 

Emotional Cutoff  Cut contact with family members in attempt to manage emotional 

intensity of relating with them 

Fusion  Emotional over-involvement with others 

Family Projection Process  Process of parents transferring their emotional processes, especially their 

level of differentiation, to their children.  

Nuclear Family Emotional 

Process 

 Recurring patterns of emotional processes in a nuclear family 

Undifferentiated Family 

Ego Mass 

  A highly fused nuclear family emotional process. Fusion within the 

family whereby emotional difference is not permitted as a ‘rule’ in the 

family.  

Multigenerational 

Transmission Process 

 The patterns of relational and emotional processes passed down across 

generations of a family  

   

INTERVENTIONS  Definitions 

Detriangulate  Avoid taking sides, avoid making a judgment, avoid taking sides 

Genogram   

Process Questions  Questions that analyze one’s behavior and effect on others 

Going Home Again   

Displacement Stories  Stories, books, movies of others who have similar problems (to distance 

the client from a highly emotional situation) 

Coaching  Teach and train clients about the processes/concepts in Bowenian 

treatment in order to hold a more neutral multigenerational view of the 

client’s family processes 

Model Non-anxious 

Presense 
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